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January 20, 2010

Michael Kidd, MD
Editor-In-Chief
Journal of Medical Case Reports

Dear Dr. Kidd:

We are honored to have the opportunity to submit our revised manuscript, “Isolated Hepatic Actinomycosis: a case report,” to the Journal of Medical Case Reports. We appreciate the insightful comments of the editorial staff and have carefully responded to and addressed all requests. We have provided a point-by-point list of the changes.

We hope that addressing the reviewers concerns make this manuscript acceptable for publication in this fine journal.

Sincerely,

Thomas M. Shehab, M.D.
Director of Clinical Research
Department of Internal Medicine
St. Joseph Mercy Health System
Response to Requests for Revision

1. Main title: please ensure that the main title is identical in the submission system and the main manuscript. It must end in ‘: a case report’.

   The revisions to the main title have been made in both the manuscript and in the submission system.

2. Manuscript information: please include the ethnic origin and nationality of the patient.

   The ethnic origin and nationality of the patient are now included in the case presentation section of the manuscript.

3. Minor revisions (We can make these changes on resubmission, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above).

   All requested minor changes have been to manuscript.

4. Manuscript format: please remove all track changes such as red text, underlining etc.

   All tracked changes have been removed.